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Abstract

We aim to achieve the following student learning outcomes:
• Explain how the different components of GANs work together to generate realistic fake data.
• Describe how learning to detect real versus fake is an integral part of GANs ability to create fake data.
• Discuss societal impacts of successful fake data generators.
These learning outcomes are achieved through three stages
of the GANs Unplugged activity: preparing the students,
running the game itself, and debriefing the students.

With the influx of deepfake and style transfer technology in
today’s news and social media, everyone is told that these
applications are powered by artificial intelligence and deep
learning, but too often the explanation of how it works goes
no further. Rather than waiting until second semester of computer science grad school to learn about generative adversarial networks (GANs), we propose a classroom activity to introduce GANs to secondary school students.
Our GANs Unplugged activity steps outside a traditional
classroom environment and forms groups of students that
physically act as the various components of a GAN. Students in the Real and Generator (i.e. Fake) groups both draw
sketches of animals on index cards, but only the Real group
has the secret, specific instructions on how to draw their animals. A third Discriminator group tries to determine if each
card it receives came from the Real group or the Fake group.
The Discriminator group also makes a single feedback mark
on the drawing to suggest how that drawing could be more
“real” before passing the card back to the group that drew it.
As this game progresses, the Discriminators get better at determining real and fake, that is until the Generators adapt and
learn to draw more and more realistic “fake” images.
We describe the details of GANs Unplugged and present our
experience running this activity at three different artificial intelligence summer camps for high school students.

Related Work
Our GANs Unplugged activity is part of the larger Computer
Science Unplugged initiative that allows students to step
away from the computer, and potentially out of the classroom, to focus on computational thinking without being distracted by the mechanics of coding or mathematics (Bell,
Witten, and Fellows 1998; Bell 2020; Bell and Vahrenhold
2018). Unplugged activities also have the added benefit of
broadening participation in computing, as they may be used
in schools with limited resources for educational technology
(Cortina 2015). Unplugged activities have been developed
for artificial intelligence topics. For example, the “Intelligent Piece of Paper” exercise engages students in an activity
and subsequent discussion about the intelligence of a piece
of paper containing logic to play a perfect game of tic-tactoe (Curzon 2016).
The unplugged activities that are most closely related to
GANs Unplugged are the neural network unplugged exercises within the Artificial Intelligence unit of the Exploring Computer Science high school curriculum (Clarke et al.
2020). In their Forward Propagation activity, students act
as different neurons in the network, passing messages to
student-neurons in later layers, and ultimately classifying
the contents of the input image. Linder, et al. describe a
similar forward propagation exercise as part of their series
of AI unplugged activities (Lindner, Seegerer, and Romeike
2019).
In addition to being an unplugged activity, our proposed
exercise engages students in a discussion about the societal
impacts of GAN technology. This complements related AI
education efforts to teach primary/ middle school students

Introduction
In 2014, Goodfellow et al. introduced Generative adversarial
networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014) as an effective
means to generate unique data that can be indistinguishable
from those in the training dataset. This has lead to a surge in
breakthrough technology in tasks such as image reconstruction, style transfer, and both benign and malignant fake data
generation. While it takes quite a bit of training in machine
learning to understand the details in the original GAN paper,
we argue that the fundamental concepts behind GAN technology may be presented to secondary school students with
little or no artificial intelligence training.
We present our GANs Unplugged activity where students
physically act out the different components of GANs while
playing an engaging game to ultimately sketch realisticlooking fake images, Figure 1.
Copyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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Placement in Curriculum
We propose that GANs Unplugged will function well as a
stand-alone exercise or as part of both middle school and
high school AI curricula.
Stand-alone: The GANs exercise is designed to begin
with a discussion to prime the students about where this
technology appears in everyday life. Because this discussion
and the subsequent exercise doesn’t require any prerequisite
knowledge of AI, programming, or even mathematics, the
activity works well as stand-alone exercise for middle school
or older students.
Middle school: Sabuncuoglu recently proposed a middle school curriculum that includes high-level components
about “How do computers see?” and “How do computers
hear?”(Sabuncuoglu 2020). GANs Unplugged would allow
instructors to extend this curriculum with an additional component, potentially titled, “How do computers create?”. The
physically engaging aspects of our activity are well suited
for the busy bodies in this age group.
High school: As shown in our results, GANs Unplugged
is a natural part of a high school-level AI course or camp,
where they have already completed units on machine learning, perhaps regression, classification, and neural networks.
During the debrief discussion, the instructor can help the
students to make detailed connections between the human
GAN components and neural network concepts, such as
backpropagation. With more time in the curriculum, instructors could even extend the discussion to talk about how
GANs could learn to draw a specific image, e.g. deep fakes
and social media image filters, with image-to-image conditional adversarial networks (Isola et al. 2017).

Start Activity

about AI ethics and teach high school students about the importance of fairness and explainability of AI systems (Ali
et al. 2019; Payne 2020; Alonso 2020).
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Figure 1: Progression of drawings from Generator and Real
student groups, showing how the human GAN gradually
learns to generate realistic fake images (dinosaurs, in this
case). These are just a few of the hundreds of drawings created during the GANs Unplugged activity.
these four groups, though it is often helpful to shift a few
students from the Real to Generator group.

GANs Unplugged Activity
Preparing the Students

Activity: Room Setup

GANs Unplugged first begins by introducing students to the
real-world applications of GANs, many of which they may
have already seen on social media or through apps on their
phones. A quick demonstration of deepfake videos and style
transfer is a fun way to immediately attract the students’
attention. Additional applications, such as transferring autonomous vehicle simulation videos to the real world (Pan
et al. 2017) or medical image reconstruction (Yang et al.
2017), can show the students the breadth of possibilities for
GANs technology.
This initial presentation should start to build the students’
curiosity about how this technology is possible as well as
prime them with questions about whether these GANs are
beneficial, potentially harmful, or both.

Ideally, the activity takes place in two adjacent classrooms
as shown in Figure 2. One big room, e.g. a gym, cafeteria,
or even outdoors, will work, provided there is some form of
partition between groups. Specifically, group D should not
be able to see whether cards come from G or R, and groups
D and G should not be able to hear each other.

Activity: Materials
Necessary materials include:
• Table/desks for the Real, Generator, and Discriminator
groups to write on
• Black markers for the Real and Generator groups, colored
markers for Discriminator group
• 200-300 index cards to draw on

Activity: Student Groups

Activity: Instructions for Students

A total of 20-40 students are first divided into four
groups: Real (R), Generator/Fake (G), Discriminator (D),
and Wiring (W). Students may be divided evenly among

The text in this section contains instructions that can be
printed and handed to the students in addition to the feed15665
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each drawing that you finish.”
For the Discriminator group: “As the Discriminator, your
role is to try to guess which drawings are real or fake. You
will receive index cards from the Wiring, and you will have
to guess which drawings are from the Real group and which
are from the Generator group. If you think a picture is real,
write ‘Real’ on it and put a tick mark on which part of the
picture you want to keep. If you think a picture is fake, write
‘Fake’ on it, and leave just one feedback mark on that card
according to the feedback marking legend given to you. Talk
to each other to guess what the real animal should be! When
you’re done, pass the card back to the Wiring, who will tell
you if you get your guess right. Don’t forget to write a time
stamp on each card that you give back to the Wiring.”
For the Wiring: “As the Wiring, your role is to pass the information between the data generator groups (Real and Generator) and the Discriminator group. Your role is very important! Be careful not to give the cards to the wrong group, so
that we can keep guessing what the real picture should be.
You should also be careful not to reveal what the real animal is to the Discriminator group! The Discriminators will
tell you their guess of whether a drawing is real or fake, and
you can only tell them if they were right or wrong, without
telling them what animal is right.”

Room 2

Room 1

3a

2a

1a

D
2b

1b

Figure 2: Example layout of student groups in two adjacent
rooms. The Wiring group begins by picking up a drawing
from either the Real group (R), 1a, or the Generator group
(G), 1b. They carry that card to the Discriminator group (D)
in the adjacent room, 2a/2b. After waiting for the Discriminator group to add their label and feedback markings, the
Wiring group carries the annotated card back to the original
group, 3a/3b.
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Activity: Execution
The activity begins with the instructor whispering to the
Real group the secret attributes that define the real images,
e.g. “the real animals should all be dinosaurs”. As images
are drawn, passed between groups, and marked up, instructors can monitor the progress. Initially, instructors will be
focused on ensuring the students understand and are following the instructions of the game. As the game progresses,
the instructors should encourage discussion within the Generator and Discriminator groups to share what they’ve seen
and what they’ve learned so far. Instructors may need to encourage the Generator group, in particular, to think critically
about what images they might want to draw next to better
understand the meaning of “real”. The game continues for
about 30 minutes and may be stopped once the Generator
group has been consistently drawing realistic fake images.
Instructors should encourage the Wiring group to quietly
observe the progression of the game as the Generator and
Discriminator groups begin to learn. The Real group, while
an important piece in the GAN, unfortunately, doesn’t have
to make any critical decisions. To keep this group engaged
and to allow them to learn from the whole process, instructors should encourage one member at a time from the Real
group to quietly walk around the two rooms and observe the
entire process in the works.
Ideally, there would be time for a second round of the
game where the groups are rotated and the secret real attributes are changed for the new Real group.

Figure 3: Legend of feedback marks given to all groups.
The Discriminator group will draw these marks on all images, and the Generator group will use this feedback signal
to make their drawings more realistic.
back marking guide, Figure 3.
“Today, we are going to learn about how Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) work by playing a game! You
will be divided into groups (Real, Discriminator, Generator,
and Wiring), and each group must follow different instructions as written below. The Real group will be given a secret
instruction to draw a particular animal, and our goal today is
to guess what this secret animal is. Let’s play!”
For the Real group: “The instructors will tell you to draw
a specific animal. As the Real group, you will be the only
group who knows what this real instruction is. Keep this information a secret! It’s very important that the other groups
(except the Wiring) do not know what you are drawing. You
will draw your animals on index cards, and pass them to the
Wiring who will then pass them to the Discriminator group.
Write a time stamp on each drawing that you finish.”
For the Generator group: “Your group will not receive the
real information on what animal the Real group is instructed
to draw, but your role is to generate guesses. You will be
given index cards to draw on. Start by drawing any animal
that you like, write a time stamp on it, and pass it to the
Wiring who will pass it to the Discriminator group. Afterward, the Wiring will give your picture back to you, with
feedback on which part of the picture should be changed.
Use this information to guess what the real animal should
be! Talk to each other! Don’t forget to write a time stamp on

Debrief Discussion
Viewing/analyzing the progression of images: After the
game has finished, ask the Real and Generator groups to
each roughly sort the cards returned to their group by the
15666

sight into the inner workings of this impressive AI technology.

timestamps written on the card. Give all students a few minutes to walk past these drawings, noting the changes in the
two groups as time progressed. Begin the initial debrief discussion by asking the students what they observed, both in
these images and in the group discussions. Students and instructors can engage in a discussion about the stages of the
GAN learning as highlighted in Figure, 1.
If time permits, the discussion can be extended by posing the question, “what might have happened if we let this
game continue for another hour or longer?” Potentially, the
Discriminator could start to recognize the particular style of
dinosaurs that the artists in the Real group tend to draw. The
Discriminator group will then start to successfully determine
real from fake again. Would the Generator group then eventually to learn to draw that particular style?
Making connections to artificial GANs: Now that the human GAN has finished learning, describe the components of
an artificial GAN, and help students draw connections from
the various GAN components to the four human groups. Instructors might consider launching this discussion by asking
students, “which of the four human groups were learning?”
For more advanced groups, e.g. more senior high school
students towards the end of an introductory AI curriculum,
you can draw specific connections to what they have learned
about neural networks; for example how the Wiring group
relates to backpropagation.
Discussion about GANs and deepfakes in the real world:
It is important to save time at the end to hold a conversation about applications in the real world. Where can GANs
be beneficial? What do we have to be cautious about? This
discussion is usually not difficult to start as students are typically primed to ask questions like, “what happens if we have
fake videos that even a computer can’t detect as fake?”
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